
A Sermon on Jesus and Flying Lizards 
Sermon by Rev. Minister Angela Smith of COPE for December 25th, 2022 (and beyond) 
 
 Flying lizards are also known as gliding lizards and look like this: 
 

 
 
Adults range from 7-8 inches in length.  As you can see from the photos their wings come 
in many color varieties.  Species of flying lizard are naturally found in the following 
countries: Phillipines, South East Asia, Borneo, and Southern India.  Imagine if you will 
for a moment that someone painted or sculpted a work of art magnifying the actual flying 
lizard that is 7-8 inches in length to the size of a dragon from fairytales or even 
Tyrannosaurus Rex.  They’ve done this by providing an object one knows the size of like 
a grown human disproportionate to the flying lizard giving the impression the flying 
lizard is a huge dragon or a statue offering a similar effect when compared to humans 
admiring it.  Would an actual flying lizard find such a work absurd, an honor, an homage, 
or even result in it feeling worshipped?  Would it worship the art believing it represents 
their perfect abstract archetype from which all flying lizards have sprung or manifested?  
If you saw flying lizards congregating in front of a large statue or painting of a flying 
lizard, what would you make of it?  Would you think they were trained to do that for 
additional spectacle or actually having their version of a religious experience?   
 
There is debate over when Jesus was actually born and some do argue it is in October and 
others hold steadfast to the traditional Pagan celebration on December 25th, which is the 



day of initial delivery of this sermon.  How much pressure was Jesus under in full 
context?  Mary, his mother, has angels telling her about how special he is and then three 
men come bearing gifts concurring with the angels who later spirit him away when he’s a 
“tween” and after a couple of decades with them he returns to create change for which he 
is punished and dies (or not?).  Can we even be sure Jesus is who returned and it wasn’t 
identity theft?  People change a lot in appearance from age 12 to 33.  The baby is 
definitely Jesus and raised to believe in his own exceptionalism though appears 
committed to equality because of his rejection of hypocrisy and commitment to fairness.  
Would anyone claim Jesus is entitled or that Mary was entitled to better accommodations 
than a manger when delivering Jesus?  Three wealthy men bearing gifts knew she was 
there and didn’t offer better accommodations even though the son was so special?   
 
From some perspectives it sounds like three human traffickers put a bid in on Jesus early 
to take him when he was a “tween” and later sent him back to try to overthrow the local 
government and given how down and out Mary and Joseph were at the time of Jesus’ 
birth, it seemed reasonable to accept.  Another perspective or idea is that Mary was 
impregnated by a king (of another tribe or settlement who rejected her claim publicly, but 
his servants knew it was true and confirmed (angel means messenger in the bible)) and 
she escaped with Joseph her true love to try to save herself and the baby.  But, when 
reading it that way or hearing people speak of it that way it reminds me of the story of 
Danae and Perseus or even Moses and his mother Jochebed.  But, Moses and Jochebed’s 
story is more akin to Perseus and Danae than Jesus and Mary.  See, before royalty and 
even after, some people claimed to be deities who held more resources than others often 
as a birthright claiming lineage back to gods/God where they want demigod status at least 
in the eyes of everyone else and to be served, worshiped, and adored without question nor 
protest.  They had big statues and works of art of themselves too that people left tributes 
at for them hoping for favors  (blessings).  At some point, we decided gift exchanges 
were fairer and material as well as sentimental reciprocation was more appropriate.  I 
believe that is in part due to Jesus’ commitment to equality and opposition to hypocrisy.  
However, some can’t afford to give though can be blessed by the generosity of others 
who recognize their social equality and humanity. 
 
Does Jesus think of us as we think of the flying lizards?  Does Jesus distort egoistic 
perspectives or simply reveal who among us are idolaters with his story?  Do you think 
St. George (Catholic) killed gliding/flying lizards and then embellished by inventing the 
idea of slaying actual huge dragons for the hype of it or just a more interesting story?  
Was it code for wars against the region where said lizards are found?  (Look up what St. 
George is known for if unfamiliar with the Catholic saints and their reasons for 
notoriety.)   
 
No matter if you celebrate Christmas or when (December 25th is recognized as traditional 
Christmas by COPE Ministries and all official holidays including this one are optionally 
perpetual), I wish you a very happy time surrounded by loved ones far and near sharing 
faith, goodwill, and good cheer.  Merry Christmas!   
 
 



For those interested in starting #TaoFu Self-Defense Exercises, please see 
https://www.cope.church/taofu.htm and begin at any time. 
   
There are opportunities to send messages, receive mystery bonus blessings, and more 
with or without donating available now on our "Pass the Basket" page at 
https://www.cope.church/basket.htm .  Thank You. 
 
"And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."  John 8:32 KJV  Willful 
blindness is an abomination. 
 
COPE accepts Feedback, critical and complimentary.  Learn more at 
https://www.cope.church/feedback.htm .  For the sake of keeping myself and others 
humble, a sense of humor is welcome on all sides. 
 

For More About COPE and the HEAL Mission, see: 
 

https://www.cope.church   and   https://www.heal-online.org 
 
 
 

 


